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Introduction to the problem. Under contemporary economical conditions the industrial enterprises’ efficient operation and further development are inseparably linked to their innovation and investments — related activity. The latest decade statistical data do clearly witness a deep crisis of the industrial entities’ innovative activity resulting from low stability of their environment as well as from the problems with investments engaging. Therefore a primordial priority in that sphere is tribute to some actual steps aimed it difficulties’ over-passing and innovative activity stipulation.

The Ukrainian enterprises’ investments & innovations activity characteristic features relate to a given degree of structural distortion; the technological, economical and social values-related aspects’ institutional incompleteness, inconsistency and lack of mutual balance [1].

The Ukrainian economics integration into global economy, special emphasis herein being made onto processes of WTO integration, does evidently imply the domestic industry facing the perspectives of severe competition with the foreign manufacturers [2].

The innovations’ implementation factor is used as a parameter countable in the national scale of every country. The index represents a profit percent assigned for industry modernisation and new technologies’ introduction. The factor below 15 % evidences the production potential degradation and destruction up to collapse; even the equipment used and buildings having a lifespan of dozens and dozens years, such a diminished index of investments into innovative progress, the enterprise is incurably failing. Most of Ukrainian enterprises are found within critical risk area, the average innovations implantation index never exceeding 5 % that involved the collapse of numerous industrial entities, such dangerous trend still being not worn down.
One of the main barriers hindering the industry innovative development consists in lack of financial resources for scientific research in the field and the innovative developments implantation. De facto the budget share assigned for the science when expressed as GDP percentage, lasts below the respective percent recommended by the legal norm (1.7...2.5 % of GDP) [2].

Therefore the investments & innovations – related process’ progress obtains top priority for the domestic industry. Herein identified is a special importance of investigating and analyzing the peculiarities of investments and innovations implemented by the industrial enterprises as particularly, the I&I project life cycle stages and specificity.

Problem formulation and links to the key scientific and practical tasks in the field. Today the need for correct structure identification and practical implementation of I&I projects aimed at an enterprise’s stable development and its product competitiveness is of high actuality. That problem effective resolving requires studying the I&I project peculiarities as well as identifying the enterprise’s I&I progress hindering factors. Most entities that have succeeded in finding investments for innovations creation or introduction even do not consider the project realisation and functioning problems. Meanwhile an I&I project should be considered as a process having a specific life cycle which includes several stages, therefore the efficient management of I&I process does impose essential investments into scientific research, innovations’ creation and commercialisation.

Analysis of latest research and publications in the problematic field. General problem particular aspects the given study is devoted. The innovative development questions have been closely sought by such scientists [1, 3, 4]. All of them do evolve several reasons hindering separate innovative activity development aspects, like: deficiency in proper finance assets, low investments-innovative potential, lack in governmental financial support, political instability, lack in legal and normative instruments, regulating and stipulating the investments and innovative activity, technological market poor development level etc. Nevertheless none of the authors is ever considering the investments and innovative activity as the realization of an investments project becoming an innovative one under circumstances when the project goal relates to innovations’ practical implementation into production process (either bought innovations or those developed by the enterprise). Apart of such external hindrances, there exists a group of internal problems pending to be solved for the I&I project realisation and operation. Such projects efficient operation requires to indentify the components of I&I project implementation life cycle.

Exposed research task formulation. This study goal represents formalisation the I&I project life cycle stages’ terminology, at the same time revealing the prospects for further investigation into the industrial enterprises’ investments & innovations – related activity restraints elimination.

Researched topic details with scientific issues substantiated. According to the “Innovative activity” Law of Ukraine, the innovations represent some newly created (applied) and/or improved efficiently competitive technologies, products or services as well as the organisational and technical solutions in the production, administrative, commercial etc. spheres, essentially improving the manufacturing production (and/or the social sphere) structure and quality [5].

The innovative activity can be exposed as one of the economical legal forms of investments-related activity, whose realisation is directed onto embodying the scientific technological progress’ issues into production manufacturing and the social sphere with the goal of reaching a given social economical effect, including the principally new techniques and technologies generation and distribution, the progressive structural challenges at the cross-industries sector, qualitative changes in the productive forces’ content, improving the social and ecological environment, new products manufacturing and services providing etc.

The main feature of I&I activity relates to the innovations created either applied while this activity running. In such a way the I&I project life cycle will one stage — exceed the purely innovative project’s life cycle [6].

We suggest to divide the I&I Project’s life cycle (LC) into 5 stages (fig. 1, 2):
1 — Preinvestment-innovative stage;
2 — Innovations stage;
3 — Investments stage;
4 — Operational stage
5 — Closing stage.

**Fig. 1. Stages of I&I project life cycle**

The first, preinvestment-innovative, stage includes the project idea generation, verification of project idea feasibility, completion of technical design assignment, business plan elaboration, search of investments required for I&I project implementation.

**Fig. 2. Structure of I&I Project life cycle preinvestment-innovative stage**

The next, innovative, stage has essential effects onto the project implementation terms. The enterprise taking a decision about buying some innovations for improvement of manufactured product quality, this stage will consist in seeking the convenient innovations and buying the respective property rights to use them. But when the enterprise opts to create/elaborate the own innovation, this stage challenges to include several iterations:

— Creating the innovations: elaborating scientific researches and developments, preparing the designer and technological documents.

— Implementing the innovations: having succeed at this phase, i.e. the innovation efficiently passing the initial tests, there are created all backgrounds for the next, third phase, namely: the innovations’ commercialisation and effective use. This last phase predetermines the production and sales volumes, as well as the profit amounts (Fig. 3).

Every project realisation does imply involving the necessary investments. The investments stage is specific with such phases: identifying and establishing the legal, financial and organisational project grounds; staff selection and training; commissioning into operation and launching (Fig. 4).
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Innovative stage (innovations' creation or implementation)

Developing an innovation:
— innovation creation
— innovation implementation
— innovation commercialisation

Buying an innovation

Fig. 3. I&I Project life cycle innovative stage structure
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Investments stage

— identifying the legal and organisational project activity grounds
— purchasing the necessary equipment and technologies
— principal project works, assemblage etc
— contracting and negotiating further progress
— pre-manufacturing marketing, supply, administering,
— personnel selection and training
— commissioning into operation and launching into industrial practice

Fig. 4. I&I Project life cycle investments stage structure

The operational stage phases are: product manufacturing and commercialisation, project feasibility, return and risks monitoring, product and industrial manufacturing certification, service network creation, dealing network creation, on-flow monitoring of the project economical characteristics (Fig. 5).

The project closing stage usually refers to a procedure of existing project termination, meanwhile, potentially this stage could serve for another project development initiation [5]. This last, I&I project closing stage includes such phases as: reselling the project, project re-profiling or closing properly said.
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Operational stage

— product manufacturing and commercialisation
— project feasibility, return and risks monitoring
— product and industrial manufacturing certification
— service network creation
— dealing network creation
— on-flow monitoring of the project economical characteristics

Fig. 5. I&I Project life cycle operational stage structure

УПРАВЛІННЯ ПРОЕКТАМИ
Such a decision can result from the investing entity’s changed plans, from the lack of project budget, from the erroneous calculations, from alternative projects revealing etc. Essential is that the probable occurrence of project renewal being forecasted, the closing procedure should include some tools for preparing the future renewal of the project organisational structure and the project works restarting (Fig. 6).
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| — reselling  
| — reprofiling  
| — closing |

*Fig. 6. I&I Project life cycle closing stage structure*

The machine building industry enterprises’ structure traditionally includes several specialised sub-entities aimed at the innovative activity providing (research centres, design and construction bureaus, technological departments, experimental manufacturing units).

The innovations hindering factors as a whole can be identified as the production-related, economical ones and others. When speaking about the economical obstacles, the key ones, having essential effects onto the industrial enterprises are:

— lack of own finances;
— innovations’ high cost;
— lack of financing from the governmental sources.

The most constraining effect onto the industrial enterprises’ innovative activity is found from the side of production-related factors like:

— the enterprise’s low innovative potential;
— lack of qualified personnel.

Other negative factors of high importance:

— lack of law, regulative and normative documents, controlling and stipulating the innovative activity;
— innovative structure immaturity or imperfection;
— low consumer demand for the innovative product;
— immature technological market;
— absence of clear definitions in innovative process’ terminology.

Conclusions and prospects of further researches in the field. At present stage the industrial enterprise’s I&I activity organisation process represents a prerequisite for that enterprise existence and progressive development. One of principal problems in innovative activity implementation by the industrial enterprises consists in the absence of such entity’s own financial assets available for I&I project investing. To resolve the situation the enterprises do search the interested foreign investors but this way also has some essential difficulties. The innovations-related informational maintenance question is expected to be defined and closely considered. The process of I&I project creation and implementation at an industrial enterprise requires further detailed consideration with respect to the need in resolving both the external and internal problems of projects’ organisation and management.
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